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Auditors’ lifestyle

Arrives at client’s office in mid morning
Catches up with the latest gossiping
Requests for plenty of biscuits and a large coffee
Pretends to be seen busy sifting through the heap

Time for lunch, time to ask the client for a treat
Spends hours filling up tummy till it gets sick
Returns to the client’s office requests for more evidence
Quick to fill the audit files with all sorts of conversations

It is three thirty, it is time to go
Keeps tinkering what evidence to show
Quick to ticks off boxes and asks for more schedules
Treat all these as audit treasures

Returns to office struggling with time sheet
Hurry off with the client for rounds of Kara-o-key
Repeats the process for the next few days
When the client looks concerned assure them a good report is on its way

Time to send a clean audit report plus a bill
Keeps reminding the client about the audit thrills
Attends the AGM to campaign for re-appointment
Lists areas that the client needs to improve its services and treatment

Dash off to another client requests for better treatments
Threaten them with a qualification for poor treatments
As long as served with plenty of food and drinks for all day long
Whatever the client has recorded, happy to sing and dance along

Audit lifestyle needs to be changed for a better image
Gains public trusts and confidence to avoid further damage
Constantly checking for objectivity and integrity
Excel the highest level of governance and accountability

Attend the programs for continuous professional education
Ensure all audits completed with highest satisfactions
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Constant reference to latest auditing guidelines
Don’t let the profession being side-lined

Time for auditors to keep up with the good work
Repent your sins and exemplify with excellent behaviour
Don’t wait for extinction nor become the next canonisation
Don’t hope for reincarnation nor next beatification
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